## Purpose:

To prevent loss of life in an aquatic emergency with minimum risk to the rescuer

### Must See

- Quick, accurate recognition
- Appropriate assessment of situation - call for help
- Appropriate choice and use of aid
- Safe and effective entry
- Approach (maintaining visual contact) of a 20 m or yd
- Reverse and ready, and tow or carry of a 20 m or yd
- Victim secured at nearest point of safety
- Safe and effective removal
- Victim assessment
- Effective use of barrier devices where appropriate
- Effective reanimation where appropriate
- Effective use and direction of bystanders where appropriate
- Appropriate care of victim and constructive communication
- Contact Emergency Medical Services when appropriate

### Risk actions

- Dangerous entry
- Approach is unsafe (no floating device)
- Dangerous removal (for victim or rescuer)

### Others

- [ ]

### Does the candidate reach the item's purpose? (✓ or F)

### Instructor questions

**Did the candidate put in danger:**
- His/her life?
- The victim's life?

**Did the candidate commit a risk action?**

**Did the candidate show the overall of Must See?**

**Did the candidate respect the injuries priority?**

### General notes:

### Course information

- **Date:**
- **Instructor:**
- **Location:**
- **Affiliation:**
- **Phone number:**

Reference: Award Guide Bronze Medal Awards p.38